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Abstract

This article discusses the language of the Xuz̄ mentioned in Arabic sources, endorsing the view that it
is the latest attestation of the Elamite language. Drawing on models from historical sociolinguistics, it also
studies the problem of mutual acculturation between speakers of Elamite and Persian in antiquity.
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Arabic authors of the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries report the existence of a peculiar
language among the Xūz, the people of Xūzistan̄ (Khūz, Khūzistan̄). Such reports have
occasioned surmises among modern scholars that this language was a late form of Elamite,
a view that I endorse here as practically certain. First, I will analyze these reports about
the Xūzı ̄ (Khūzı)̄ language and the social status of its speakers. Second, I will discuss socio-
linguistic ramifications of findings of François de Blois, to whom I dedicate this article, about
the nearly total absence of Elamite features transferred into Western Iranian languages, prin-
cipally Persian. I take the opportunity here to express my gratitude to him for the learning
that he has shared over the years.

Elamite

Elamite is our name for the ancient language written in Susiana and Elam. Susiana, also
known as Xūzistan̄ (in Middle and Modern Persian) and Ahwaz̄ (in Arabic, the plural of
Huz̄, a more ancient variant of Xuz̄), is a distinct region constituted of the marshes, hot
plains, and hills east of the lower Tigris and west of the southern Zagros mountains, watered
by the Kar̄ūn, Karxe, Jaraḥ̄ı,̄ and Mar̄ūn rivers.1 The name Elam is usually used to refer to
the highlands to the east and southeast of Susiana, as far as central Far̄s, though sometimes

1The syllable Xuz̄, Huz̄, is a representation in Arabic script of the Persian name for the region or city of Susa
(Susa being the Greek rendering of the name). In Old Persian, Susa is written with the signs u-v-j (R. Schmitt,
Wörterbuch der altpersischen Königsinschriften (Wiesbaden, ), p. ), the initial h- being evanescent in the Persian
dialect of the royal inscriptions and the j possibly representing ž. The name was likely Huž̄. The Arabic plural form
Ahwaz̄ (modern Persian Ahvaz̄, also the name of capital of the contemporary Iranian province of Xūzestan̄) translates
the Aramaic Bet ̲Huzaȳe, “the land of the Hūzes,” and referred to the same region. In early Arabic, Ahwaz̄ was also
the common abbreviated name for a city in the region properly called Sūq al-Ahwaz̄, “the Market of the Xūzıs̄.”
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ancient and modern authors have subsumed Susiana under Elam. The Elamite language was
used in antiquity in both the lowland and highland regions just described.2 Elamite is known
directly from cuneiform inscriptions and tablets dated from approximately the twenty-third
century BCE to the fourth century BCE in these two regions. During those two millennia, as
states ruled by Elamite speakers formed, changed, and collapsed,3 the language, too, natur-
ally underwent distinct changes, exhibiting different stages of grammatical development.
Despite the length of its attestation, Elamite remains relatively poorly understood as a lan-
guage.4 Reasons for this include the unevenness of the documentation provided by batches
of Elamite texts from different sites dated sometimes centuries apart, the unsuitability of the
adapted Akkadian cuneiform script to represent the language, and the absence of known
related languages that could contribute to the elucidation of its grammar.5 Nevertheless,
Elamite was the speech and written medium of several kingdoms in distant antiquity in
the regions just mentioned. Elamite was last written for the administration and royal inscrip-
tions of the Achaemenian Empire (circa – BCE). The latest extant text written in
Elamite consists of stereotyped expressions in a trilingual (Old Persian-Babylonian-Elamite)
royal inscription from the reign of Artaxerxes III (regn. – BCE). Thereafter, direct
record of the language vanishes.
Of course, the end of direct documentation does not indicate the demise of the language,

nor does the formulaic character of the latest texts in which it is known indicate attenuation
of the number of native speakers or restriction of function in the lives of native speakers. Like
other dead languages, Elamite “died” only when no children learned that language, learning
instead only the other language of a bilingual parent, so that with the passage of the last,
bilingual, generation of its speakers, nobody remained who could use it.6 Such events are
seldom documented by their very nature. The only hope for ascertaining approximately

2On the name Elam, which comes to English ultimately from Akkadian and perhaps, via Akkadian, from
Elamite itself, see J. Álvarez-Mon, ‘Elam: Iran’s First Empire’, in A Companion to the Archaeology of the Ancient
Near East, (ed.) D. T. Potts (Malden, ), p. . See further D. T. Potts, The Archaeology of Elam: Formation
and Transformation of an Ancient Iranian State (Cambridge, ), pp. – on the name Elam and the imprecision
of the geography associated with this term, O. Szemerényi, ‘Iranica II’, Die Sprache  (), pp. –, as
well as the pioneering study of Th. Nöldeke, ‘Griechische Namen Susiana’s’, Nachrichten von der Königleichen Gesell-
schaft der Wissenschaften und der Georg-August-Universität zu Göttingen  () on the name of Susa.

3Surveyed by Potts ‘The Archaeology of Elam’ and by several contributions in the new volume J. Álvarez-Mon,
G. P. Basello, and Y. Wicks (eds.), ‘The Elamite World’ (Abingdon, ).

4Grammatical summaries, with references to older scholarship, can be found in M. Khacǐkjan, The Elamite Lan-
guage (Rome, ), F. Grillot-Susini, ‘ELAM v. Elamite Language’, Encyclopaedia Iranica VIII/ (), M. Stolper,
‘Elamite’, in The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the World’s Ancient Languages, (ed.) R. Woodard (Cambridge, ), and
J. Tavernier, ‘Élamite: Analyse grammatical et lecture de textes’, Res Antiquae  ().

5See Stolper, ‘Elamite’, pp. – on just what aspects of the language remain poorly understood. The
hypothesis, most recently articulated by D. McAlpin, ‘Brahui and the Zagrosian Hypothesis’, Journal of the American
Oriental Society . (), possibly valid but not yet adequately reviewed, that it is related distantly to the Brahui
language of Balochistan and to the Dravidian languages of southern India, has not contributed meaningfully to the
elucidation of Elamite grammar or lexicon.

6See S. Romaine, ‘Contact and Language Death’, in The Handbook of Language Contact, (ed.) Raymond Hickey
(Malden, ) and D. Winford, An Introduction to Contact Linguistics (Malden, ), pp. – on first language
attrition and death. The posthumously published paper on the end of Elamite by J. Black, ‘The Obsolescence and
Demise of Cuneiform Writing in Elam’, in The Disappearance of Writing Systems: Perspectives on Literacy and Commu-
nication, (eds.) J. Baines, J. Bennet, and S. Houston (London, ), p.  confuses the demise of Elamite writing
with the demise of Elamite language. His hypothesis that the growing adoption of Aramaic led to the attrition of
Elamite is more likely, at least for Xūzistan̄.
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the time of its demise is to discover a terminus post quem in the latest report of a language’s
existence.

Xūzı ̄ and Its Speakers

Arabic reports of a Xūzı,̄ i.e. “Susian”,7 language in the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries CE,
to be reviewed presently, indicate with near certainty that a form of Elamite survived in the
foothills of Xūzistan̄ until that time. The ten centuries between the latest known Elamite
inscription and the first Arabic reference to a Xūzı ̄ language do make one hesitate about
the identification of the two as different stages of the same language, but the absence of
record does not prove its extinction, whereas positive attestations of a “Susian” language
are highly meaningful. One should recall that even in distant antiquity, Elamite written in
cuneiform is unattested for periods of centuries before it recurs in known, later texts.
More than anything else, it is the Arabic remarks of the geographer al-Isṭạxrı,̄ circa –

,8 on the language of the people of the region of Xūzistan̄, that lead to the confident
assumption that the Xūzı ̄ language was the latest known stage of a species of Elamite, rather
than another Iranian or Aramaic dialect named for the region in which it was spoken. He
wrote about the people of Xūzistan̄, “As for their language, the common people speak Per-
sian and Arabic, although they have another, Xūzı ̄ language which is not Hebrew, Aramaic,
or Persian”.9 In Arabic nomenclature of this period, the term Persian is usually generic, and
can refer to any Iranian language (though Sogdian was usually treated as distinct). This state-
ment of al-Isṭạxrı—̄whose name indicates his family origin in Isṭạxr, Far̄s, and his personal
familiarity with the region—should be understood to indicate that the Xūzı ̄ language was
perceived to be what we today would call neither an Iranian nor a Semitic language. More-
over, it was the language of the anciently autochthonous people, or at least those for whom
the region was named. Scholars such as von Spiegel, Huart, Spuler, Lazard, Potts, Orsatti,
and Tavernier have already suggested or assumed that the language mentioned here is a
very late form of Elamite.10 As Potts expresses it well, “there are not many choices apart
from a late form of Elamite”.11 I believe we may feel quite confident, with them, in iden-
tifying the medieval language of the Xūz, “Susian”, bearing the same proper name as those

7The name “Susian” (“susien” and “susiaque” in French, and “susisch,” in German) was a strong early con-
tender for the modern name of Elamite. See D. T. Potts, ‘Ælam Regio: Elam in Western Scholarship from the
Renaissance to the Late th Century’, in The Elamite World, (eds.) J. Álvarez-Mon, G. P. Basello, and Yasmina
Wicks (Abingdon, ), pp. –.

8O. G. Bolshakov, “Esṭạkri,” Encyclopaedia Iranica.
9al-Isṭạxrı ̄ .–: wa-amma ̄ lisan̄uhum fa-inna ʿam̄matahum yatakallamun̄a bi-l-Far̄isıȳati wa-l-ʿArabıȳati gȧyra

anna lahum lisan̄an ax̄ara Xuz̄ıȳan laysa bi-ʿIbran̄ıȳin wa-la ̄ Suryan̄ıȳin wa-la ̄ Far̄sıȳ. These words are cited verbatim
by Ibn Ḥawqal, writing in  (.–), and by Yaq̄ūt (..–) in the early thirteenth century.

10F. von Spiegel, Erânische Alterthumskunde (Leipzig, –),  vols, ., though scholars had not yet
agreed then that the name of the ancient language should be Elamite; Huart, ‘Khūzistan̄’, Encyclopaedia of Islam,
st (ed.), vol. , p. ; B. Spuler, Iran in the Early Islamic Period: Politics, Culture, Administration and Public Life between
the Arab and the Seljuk Conquests, – (Leiden, ), p. , “We are unlikely to be wrong if we assume that
this language was the last offshoot of the Elamite language”; G. Lazard, ‘Pahlavi, Pârsi, Dari: les langues de l’Iran
d’après Ibn al-Muqaffa‘’, in Iran and Islam, (ed.) C. E. Bosworth (Edinburgh,), p. ; Potts ‘The Archaeology
of Elam’, p. ; P. Orsatti, Appunti per una Storia della Lingua Neopersiana. Parte I: parte generale, fonologia, la più antica
documentazione (Rome, ), pp. –; J. Tavernier, ‘Elamites and Iranians’, in The Elamite World, (eds.)
J. Álvarez-Mon, G. P. Basello, and Y. Wicks (Abingdon, ), pp. –. Khacǐkjan, The Elamite Language,
p. , also countenances the possibility that this later language is Elamite.

11Potts, The Archaeology of Elam, p. .
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represented by Old Persian u-v-j (huj̄a or rather huž̄a), Manichaean Middle Persian Huž̄ıḡ,
Armenian Xužik, and Aramaic Huzaȳa,̄ as the latest reported survival of a variety of the lan-
guage more commonly known today as Elamite.
The speakers of this language called al-Xuz̄ıȳa are stereotyped in the Arabic sources as

lowly menials. Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ (d. circa ), another Persian, famous as a translator from
Middle Persian into Arabic, is the earliest of the Arabic authors to mention the language.
His remark about Xūzı ̄ occurs in his frequently cited sketch of the languages of the Sasanian
kingdom, surviving as an excerpt from an otherwise lost work. Among five languages in use
among the people of the Persian kingdom, he lists Xūzı,̄ and defines its social function with
respect to the lives of the kings. “As for the Xūzı ̄ language, the kings and nobles used to
speak it in private quarters, places of recreation and pleasure, and together with atten-
dants”.12 The remark suggests that some servile personnel among royal attendants in the
late Sasanian period were recruited from Xūzistan̄. This should not be surprising, as Xūzistan̄
was the region between Par̄s and Sūristan̄—Persia proper and Iraq—both regions frequented
by the Sasanid monarchs and their aristocratic supporters. If some Sasanian nobles spoke the
language, as Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ claims, they may have learned it from nannies, wet-nurses,
maids, and the like, as children. It was, in any case, according to Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ’s charac-
terisation, a language used with attendants in the privacy of the home and among intimates.
Another version of the text, preserved by Yaq̄ūt centuries later, but which may lay claim to
originality, specifies the domain of Xūzı ̄ rather as that of servants in the lavatory, and it
would thus be the language used by Persian aristocrats with attendants responsible for
baths and bodily waste.13

We learn more about the Xūzı ̄ language from the prolix al-Ǧaḥ̄iz,̣ writing a few genera-
tions later than Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ. He was from Basṛa, immediately adjacent to Xūzistan̄, and,
apparently, he heard this language himself. In the s, he seems to single out “the language
of the Xūz” (lugȧt al-Xuz̄) as having an exceptionally rich inventory of sounds. This is in the
context of his discussion of sibilant phonetics, notably an area of special uncertainty and dif-
ficulty in the linguistic description of Elamite phonology today.14 In another work, Xūzı ̄

12Cited by Ibn an-Nadım̄ on the authority of Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ, Fihrist, (ed.) G. Flügel, Kitâb al-Fihrist (Leipzig,
–), ..–; (ed.) Muḥammad Riḍa ̄ Taǧaddud, Kitab̄ al-Fihrist li-n-Nadım̄ (Tehran, ), .–; (ed.)
Ayman Fuʾad̄ Sayyid, Kitab̄ al-Fihrist (London, ), /..–: wa-amma ̄ l-Xuz̄ıȳatu fa-biha ̄ kan̄a yatakallamu
l-muluk̄u wa-l-ašraf̄u fı ̄ l-xalwati wa-mawaḍ̄iʿi l-laʿbi wa-l-ladd̲a̲ti wa-maʿa l-ḥaš̄iya. The passage was cited by other authors,
too: Ḥamza al-Isf̣ah̄an̄ı ̄ (circa –circa ) Kitab̄ at-Tanbıh̄ ʿala ̄ ḥudut̄ ̲ at-tasḥ̣ıf̄, ed. Muḥammad Asʿad Ṭalas (Damas-
cus, ), pp. –; Abū ʿAbdallah̄ Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad al-Xwar̄azmı,̄ Kitab̄ Mafat̄ıḥ̄ al-ʿulum̄, (ed.) G. van
Vloten (Leiden, ), pp. –=maqal̄a , fasḷ , written circa –.

13Yaq̄ūt ..–, with the significant variant, for “places of recreation, etc.”: fı ̄ l-xala ̄ʾ i wa-mawḍiʿi l-istifraḡi̇
wa-ʿinda t-taʿarrı ̄ li-l-ḥammam̄i wa-l-ab̄zani wa-l-mugṫasal, “in the privy and toilet, and at the time of disrobing for the
bath, the wash-basin, and the bathtub”. It is worth mentioning, although its context is not entirely clear, a fragmen-
tary passage from Mani’s Book of Giants, a third-century text, edited by W. Henning, ‘The Book of the Giants’,
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies . (), pp.  and . Here the giants of the Manichaean
myth, in ancient times, assign different tasks to people of different lands. While the Mesenians “prepare (?),” and
the Persians perform a task not given because of a break in the text, the Xūzians (Huž̄ıḡan̄) “sweep (and) water,”
or in other words, clean the dirty ground of residences. Is this an aetiology for a stereotypical social role of
Xūzian labour?

14ʿAbdassalam̄ Muḥammad Har̄ūn (ed.), al-Ǧaḥ̄iẓ, Kitab̄ al-Bayan̄ wa-t-tabyın̄ (Cairo, ), ..–. In speak-
ing about the consonants affected by lisps, he addresses “the š-sound,” aš-šın̄ al-muʿgǎma [s with diacritic dots, i.e. š].
Here he remarks, “It is only one of many points of articulation—points of articulation being innumerable and a
subject about which there is no agreement. The same consideration applies to the consonants in foreign languages,
and it is true in no respect more than it is in the language of the Xūz.” innama ̄ huwa maxragǔn mina l-maxar̄igǎ
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serves as al-Ǧaḥ̄iz’̣s example of a language most difficult to learn, even for those who had
plenty of contact with Xūzı ̄ people, trading with them and living as their neighbour for a
long time.15 Its reported difficulty accords with what linguists today maintain about lan-
guages learned by few outsiders: they tend to remain or even gradually become more gram-
matically complex, that is, difficult to learn non-natively.16

One half century after al-Ǧaḥ̄iz,̣ we are assured of the continuing life of the Xūzı ̄ language
by a fragment of a lost portion of the geographical work of al-Yaʿqūbı,̄ written in , men-
tions that “the people of this region”, Xūzistan̄, “have a language peculiar to them that
resembles gibberish, although Persian predominates among them”.17 A generation later
than al-Isṭạxrı,̄ whose report has already been mentioned, the traveller and geographer
al-Muqaddası ̄ (wr. circa ) provided a bounty of information about the Xūz, our latest
original reports about them. Although he characterises the people of Xūzistan̄ generally as
bilingual in Arabic and Persian, and frequently alternating between the two and blending
them, he specifies that in his time the people of Ram̄hurmuz, a town in eastern Xūzistan̄
at the foothills of the Zagros, spoke a language that was incomprehensible to others.18

Ram̄hurmuz was a Sasanian foundation that enjoyed renewed prosperity in the late tenth
century, after the Buyid ruler ʿAḍud ad-Dawla (regn. –) founded a market there.19

The town’s flourishing should likely be implicated in inducing the death of the Xūzı ̄ lan-
guage at that site, for an influx of wealthier foreigners is just the sort of condition that
can cause a young generation to neglect their parochial home language and to prefer instead

wa-l-maxar̄igǔ la ̄ tuḥsạ ̄wa-la ̄ yuq̄afu ʿalayha ̄wa-kada̲l̄ika l-qawlu fı ̄ ḥuruf̄i lugȧt̄i l-ʿagǎmi wa-laysa da̲l̄ika fı ̄šayʾin akta̲ru minhu
fı ̄ lugȧti l-Xuz̄. On the problems of Elamite sibilant phonology, see Khacǐkjan, ‘The Elamite Language’, pp. –, Stol-
per, ‘Elamite’, p. , Tavernier, ‘Élamite’, pp. –, and above all J. Tavernier, ‘On the Sounds Rendered by
the s-, š- and s/̣z-Series in Elamite’, in Language in the Ancient Near East: Proceedings of the e Rencontre Assyriologique
Internationale, vol. , part , (eds.) L. Kogan, N. Koslova, S. Loesov, and S. Tischchenko (Winona Lake, ),
where no fewer than six or seven alveolar fricatives, palatal-alveolar fricatives, and affricates are posited for Elamite
phonology. In any case, al-Ǧaḥ̄iz ̣ clearly indicates that Xūzı ̄ phonology was complex.

15ʿAbdassalam̄ Muḥammad Har̄ūn (ed.), al-Ǧaḥ̄iz,̣ Kitab̄ al-Ḥayawan̄,  vols., (Cairo, –), ..–;
cf. J. Miller, ‘Man Is Not the Only Speaking Animal: Thresholds and Idiom in al-Jaḥ̄iz’̣, in Arabic Humanities, Islamic
Thought: Essays in Honor of Everett K. Rowson, (eds.) J. E. Lowry and Sh. M. Toorawa (Leiden, ), p. . His
comparandum to draw a contrast with the high difficulty of Xūzı ̄ is the language of the Zanǧ, slaves mostly of Afri-
can origin put to work in southern Iraq. Their language, al-Ǧaḥ̄iz ̣ states, can be learned, by one buying and selling
them, in a single month. This must be a pidgin or creole language.

16J. McWhorter, Language Interrupted: Signs of Non-Native Acquisition in Standard Language Grammars (Oxford,
); A. Wray and G. W. Grace, ‘The Consequences of Talking to Strangers: Evolutionary Corollaries of Socio-
Cultural Influences on Linguistic Form’, Lingua  (); P. Trudgill, Sociolinguistic Typology: Social Determinants of
Linguistic Complexity (Oxford, ).

17M. J. De Goeje (ed.), al-Yaʿqūbı,̄ Kitab̄ al-Buldan̄, Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum vol. VII, (Leiden,
), .–. wa-li-ahli had̄a̲ ̄ s-suqʿi lisan̄un xas̄ṣụn bihim yušbihu r-ratạn̄ata illa ̄ anna l-gȧl̄iba ʿalayhimu l-lugȧtu
l-Far̄sıȳa. De Goeje found this passage attributed to al-Yaʿqūbı,̄ from the lost portion of that author’s geography,
which dealt with Xūzistan̄, cited in a manuscript of the Manah̄ig ̌ al-fikar wa-mabah̄ig ̌ al-ʿibar of Ǧamal̄addın̄
al-Watẉat̄ ̣ (d. ). De Goeje doubted whether this particular sentence was original to al-Yaʿqūbı.̄ The recent
translation of the works of al-Yaʿqūbı ̄ likewise supposes that these words “may not belong to al-Yaʿqūbı’̄s original
text. See M. S. Gordon, Ch. F. Robinson, E. K. Rowson, and M. Fishbein, The Works of Ibn Wad̄ ̣ih ̣ al-Yaʿqub̄ı:̄ An
English Translation,  vols., (Leiden, ), .. In fact, the reference to the special language of Xūzistan̄ and the
omission of Arabic as a major language in the region are testimonies to the early origin of the sentence. There can be
no question that these were al-Yaʿqūbı’̄s words.

18M. J. de Goeje (ed.), al-Muqaddası,̄ Kitab̄ Aḥsan at-taqas̄ım̄ fı ̄maʿrifat al-aqal̄ım̄ (Leiden, ), .: wa-lahum
lisan̄un la ̄ yufham.

19V. Minorsky and C. E. Bosworth, ‘Ram̄-Hurmuz’, Encyclopaedia of Islam, nd edition.; Dénes Gazsi,
‘Ram̄hormoz’, Encyclopaedia Iranica.
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the language that gives them access to better opportunities outside the family; then the chil-
dren of the next generation would not need to use the grandparents’ home language.
This is especially the case if being, or appearing to be, a local Xūzı ̄was stigmatised in that

period. Indeed, being Xūzı ̄ did connote low status to others. As seen, Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ char-
acterised the Xūzı ̄ language as used among the menials of the Sasanian royal household and
aristocracy. Al-Ǧaḥ̄iz ̣ relates a report, from al-Asṃaʿı ̄ (d. ), from Abū Ẓubyan̄, that the
name Xūz was derived from the Persian word for pig, xuk̄.20 A h ̣adıt̄ ̲ preserved by
al-Muqaddası ̄ and others alleges that the prophet Muḥammad said, “The most hateful lan-
guage in God’s view is Persian; the devils speak Xūzı;̄ the people of Hellfire speak Buxar̄an;
the people of Paradise speak Arabic”.21 The date of origin of this h ̣adıt̄,̲ at least in this form, is
not likely to antedate the invasion of Buxar̄a,̄ where Sogdian was spoken, because it refers to
a language special to that city.22 Al-Muqaddası ̄ further reports a h ̣adıt̄ ̲ of the prophet on the
authority of Ibn Masʿūd (d. circa ), “Do not marry the Xūz, for they have roots that
invite disloyalty”. ʿAlı ̄ ibn Abı ̄ Ṭal̄ib (regn. –) is credited with the statement that
“There is no people on the face of the earth worse than the Xūz. They have never had a
prophet or a man of distinction”. The caliph ʿUmar (regn. –) is supposed to have
said, “If I live, I shall sell the Xūz and deposit the proceeds in the state treasury!” It was
also said, “Whoever has a Xūzı ̄ neighbour and needs the sum of his worth, let him sell
him!” Al-Muqaddası ̄ then delivers an anecdote clearly expressing the gradual geographical
restriction of the Xūzı ̄ population in the late tenth century. He says,

The Xūz are those in the lands above [Sūq al-]Ahwaz̄, because most of the people of Ahwaz̄ are
immigrants from Basṛa and Far̄s. One day I was travelling in Ahwaz̄ with Abū Ǧaʿfar ibn Muḥsin.
A commoner quarrelled with him, so he said to him, ‘You Xūzıs̄! There is no one good among
you!’ But the commoner said, ‘The Xūz are those above Ahwaz̄, places like al-ʿAskar [i.e., ʿAskar
Mukram], Ǧundaysab̄ūr, and Sūs! As for us—we are Iraqis!”

Al-Muqaddası ̄ goes on to say that Iraqis in his time used the address “Hey you Xūzı!̄” ( ya ̄
Xuz̄ı)̄ as a form of personal abuse.23 This exchange, reported by an eyewitness, conveys
both the stigma attached to being Xūzı ̄ and the gradual diminishment of the domain of
the Xūz themselves, or of those willing to claim a Xūzı ̄ identity. The Acts of Mar̄ Mar̄ı,̄ a
Syriac text written during the last century of Sassanid rule, specifies that the major cities
of pre-conquest Khūzistan̄ were inhabited by Xūzian merchants (Aramaic taggar̄e Huzaȳe,
in this text distinct from Persians and others),24 but by the tenth century, the major town
of Xūzistan̄ was populated by immigrants from neighbouring territories, and the real Xūz,
in the view reported here, were located only upland, near the Dez (Dizful) river’s

20Har̄ūn, Ḥayawan̄, ..–: al-Asṃaʿıȳu ʿan Abı ̄ Ẓubyan̄ … qal̄a: al-Xuz̄u … wa-smuhum muštaqqun mina
l-xinzır̄i, da̲haba ila ̄ smihı ̄ bi-l-Far̄sıȳati xuk̄ fa-gǎʿalati l-ʿArabu xuk̄ xuz̄an. For the correct etymology of xuk̄, see
P. Horn, Grundriss der neupersischen Etymologie (Strassbourg, ), p.  #.

21Goeje, al-Muqaddası,̄ .–: abgȧd ̣u l-kalam̄i ila ̄ llah̄i l-Far̄isıȳatu wa-kalam̄u š-šayat̄ı̣n̄i l-Xuz̄ıȳatu wa-kalam̄u
ahli n-nar̄i l-Buxar̄ıȳatu wa-kalam̄u ahli l-gǎnnati l-ʿArabıȳa.

22M. J. de Goeje (ed.), al-Isṭạxrı,̄ Abū Isḥaq̄ Ibrah̄ım̄ ibn Muḥammad al-Far̄isı,̄ Kitab̄ al-Masal̄ik wa-l-mamal̄ik
(Leiden, ), .–: wa-amma ̄ lisan̄u Buxar̄a ̄ fa-innaha ̄ lisan̄u s-Sugḋi, “As for the language of Buxar̄a,̄ it is
Sogdian.”

23de Goeje, al-Muqaddası,̄ .
24Amir Harrak (edited and translated), The Acts of Mar̄ Mar̄ı ̄ the Apostle (Atlanta, ), pp. –. The text does

not mention a distinct language.
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confluence with the Kar̄ūn. If inhabitants of Xūzistan̄ who spoke Arabic and Persian were
no longer “real Xūz”, then the distinct Xūzı ̄ language must have been one of the most sali-
ent features of their identity, but the geography of the “real Xūz” was shrinking.
Later Arabic sources do not mention the Xūzı ̄ language, except when authors recycle the

statements already related. The passages reviewed here give us important clues about the
evanescence of this language. Being Xūzı ̄ bore a stigma.25 The Xūzı ̄ language was not
learned by outsiders because it was not a vehicle of opportunity for others. It was perceived
as difficult to learn, or, at least, only “real Xūzıs̄” spoke it. So long as Xūzı-̄speaking com-
munities reproduced themselves with Xūzı-̄speaking children, in locations not inhabited by
many speakers of another language having more general utility for those children, Xūzı ̄
would continue to be spoken natively and remain alive. Because Xūzı ̄ is now extinct, we
know that this condition did not last forever. At some time, the last speakers of Xūzı ̄
were bilinguals whose children had no special stake in the use of Xūzı,̄ or refused to use
it, and used only their parents’ other language with their own children. The complete
shift of Xūzı-̄speaking families to Persian or Arabic, or both, and the corresponding extinc-
tion of the Xūzı ̄ language—apparently the latest known stage of what we call the Elamite
language—suggest an enduring pattern of this sort of social relations. If merely being
Xūzı ̄was a stigma, one should expect that many young Xūzıs̄ on the frontiers of social con-
tact with other groups would acquire a negative attitude toward the Xūzı ̄ language and
would have been quick to shed markers of their parochial identity, especially when more
powerful foreign colonists moved into their vicinity.26 The eleventh century probably wit-
nessed the demise of this language.

A Language Leaving Little Trace

F. de Blois devoted an article to the problem of contact between the Elamite language and
Western Iranian languages, of which Persian is the longest and best attested branch.27 There
he rightly notes that it should be surprising if Elamite had not left a mark on Western Iranian
languages, and Persian in particular, because speakers of the two languages were manifestly
in contact in antiquity for many generations, and there must have been persons bilingual in
both languages to transfer features from Elamite to Iranian. De Blois’s conclusion, however,
is that, apart from some minimal traces, scarcely any clear sign of Elamite features can be
found in Persian or other Western Iranian languages. It is remarkable that the contact of
these two languages should not leave more traces, especially in the form of loan-words,
in both of them and not just one of them. Vocabulary is a feature most liable to transfer
from one language to another, and people sometimes adopt loanwords even from languages

25See further the notes of P. Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter nach den arabischen Geographen IV (Leipzig, ),
pp. –.

26Thus K. Potowski, ‘Language Maintenance and Shift’, in The Oxford Handbook of Sociolinguistics, (eds.)
R. Bayley, R. Cameron, and C. Lucas (Oxford, ), p. , summarises research indicating that “negative atti-
tudes lead to rapid shift” in language use among a younger generation. As Romaine, ‘Contact and Language
Death’, p. , puts it, with references to modern instances of language shift, “When a language is highly stigma-
tised, many are reluctant to admit that they speak it”.

27F. de Blois, ‘Elamite Survivals in Western Iranian. A Preliminary Survey’, Studia Iranica, Mesopotamica, et Ana-
tolica  ().
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with which they have little contact,28 but there are exceedingly few Elamite loan-words in
Persian, or any Iranian language, at any known stage. Excepting some proper nouns, prac-
tically the sole example is a word attested as Old Persian dipi-, “inscription”, which comes
from Elamite tipi-, “clay tablet” (ultimately, via Akkadian, from Sumerian).29 It survived also
in later Iranian languages: Middle Persian and Parthian dib, Bactrian λιβο, “document, epis-
tle.” The loan-word in Old Iranian provided also the first part of the later-attested Persian
compound words dibır̄, “scribe”, and dıw̄an̄, “archive, bureau”.30 Where nearly no other
loan-words are found in such a situation, it must mean something about the relationship
of the speakers of the two languages in antiquity.
This is especially so when the reverse influence, of Persian on Elamite, is obvious to all

readers of Achaemenian Elamite. As long noted by scholars, Elamite texts of the Achaemen-
ian period contain many Persian loan-words and even Persian syntagms.31 Recent contribu-
tions by W. Henkelman have made this meaningful for the cultural history of ancient Persia.
Following a suggestion by I. Yakubovich,32 and employing part of a model of linguistic
interference through varieties of bilingualism elaborated by F. van Coestem,33 Henkelman
has argued that Elamite grammar of the Achaemenian period exhibits a degree of restructur-
ing induced by the imposition of features of Iranian grammar by speakers of Old Iranian. He
regards this species of Elamite as the result of “the (imperfect) acquisition of a second lan-
guage and the resulting restructuring of that language on the model of the speakers’ first lan-
guage”.34 This is initially plausible, by itself, with respect to both the description of
Achaemenian Elamite and the linguistic theory. Henkelman proposes that the state of
Achaemenian Elamite grammar, divergent from that of earlier periods and exhibiting

28Thomason and Kaufman , pp. –; van Coetsem , pp. –.
29de Blois, ‘Elamite Survivals’, p. ; W. F. M. Henkelman, ‘Elamite Administrative and Religious Heritage’,

in The Elamite World, (eds.) J. Álvarez-Mon, G. P. Basello, and Y. Wicks (Abingdon, ), p. .
30There is general agreement that the first part of these words comes from this Elamite term for cuneiform

inscriptions, but scholars are divided about the origin of the second part of these two words. This is not the
place to attempt a resolution, but the reader may consult Mohammad Hassandoust (Muḥammad Ḥasan-dūst),
An Etymological Dictionary of the Persian Language (Farhang-i rıš̄a-šinax̄tı-̄i zaban̄-i Far̄sı)̄,  volumes, (Tehran, 
()), .– § and . §, for a starting bibliography of prior explanations.

31J. Tavernier, Iranica in the Achaemenid Period (ca. – B.C.): Lexicon of Old Iranian Proper Names and Loan-
words, Attested in Non-Iranian Texts (Leuven, ) presents the most comprehensive study of Old Persian words and
names written in Elamite.

32I. Yakubovich, review of Seth L. Sanders (ed.),Margins of Writing, Origins of Cultures, Chicago: Oriental Insti-
tute , in Journal of Indo-European Studies  (), p. , proposes that “several centuries of Elamite-Iranian
bilingualism imposed the Iranian structural features upon Elamite,” as a hypothesis. Cf. W. F. M. Henkelman,
‘Cyrus the Persian and Darius the Elamite: A Case of Mistaken Identity’, in Herodot und das Persische Weltreich / Her-
odotus and the Persian Empire, (eds.) R. Rollinger, B. Truschnegg, and R. Bichler (Wiesbaden, ), p. .

33Van Coetsem’s model, described with idiosyncratic technical terms he coined himself, is outlined primarily in
F. van Coetsem, Loan Phonology and the Two Transfer Types in Language Contact (Dordrecht, ), F. van Coetsem,
‘Outlining a Model of the Transmission Phenomenon in Language Contact’, Leuvense Bijdragen  (), and
F. van Coetsem, A General and Unified Theory of the Transmission Process in Language Contact (Heidelberg, );
D. Winford, ‘Contact-induced Changes: Classification and Processes’, Diachronica . () has presented it
more clearly, as has A. M. Butts, Language Change in the Wake of Empire: Syriac in Its Greco-Roman Context (Winona
Lake, ), pp. –. It is summarised, as relevant to his argument, by Henkelman, ‘Cyrus the Persian’, pp. –
. Note that van Coetsem’s terms have been adopted by some specialists in contact linguistics, but not widely.
The concept of using regularly co-occurring language contact settings and outcomes in language change to illumin-
ate each other is discussed by P. Muysken, ‘Using Scenarios in Language Contact Studies’, in Greek Influence on
Egyptian-Coptic: Contact-Induced Change in an Ancient African Language, (eds.) E. Grossman, P. Dils, T. S. Richter,
and W. Schenkel (Hamburg, ).

34Henkelman, ‘Cyrus the Persian’, pp. – and Henkelman, ‘Elamite Administrative’, pp. –.
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features transferred from Old Iranian, is evidence of “the widespread usage of Elamite by
Iranophones”.35 There are, however, problems in this application of the model of language
contact. The speakers’ agency should affect both languages, if Elamite-Iranian bilingualism
was widespread and generally characteristic of the population in which both languages were
used. As Henkelman himself notes, “Language contact is hardly ever a one-directional pro-
cess”,36 but his application of the model accounts only for one of the directions. We should
expect to find, rather, if Iranophones employed “widespread usage of Elamite”, significant
Elamite borrowings in the form of loan-words in Persian, at least according to van Coet-
sem’s model, which Henkelman invokes. De Blois, whose article on the nearly total absence
of Elamite words and features in Persian was not noted by Henkelman, showed that these are
not to be found, with a few marginal and doubtful exceptions.
This becomes a problem in one component of Henkelman’s greater argument about Per-

sian ethnogenesis. Following de Miroschedji,37 he has posited a fusion or blend of Elamites
and Iranians at the origins of Persian ethnicity, a view that has been endorsed by others.38

This model of Persian ethnogenesis is not in itself refuted in a general way by the absence
of significant Elamite loan materials in Persian; I think that the hypothesis of a blend of indi-
genous and immigrant populations in pre-Achaemenian Par̄sa is likely to be correct, in some
form or other. The alternative, after all, would be total population replacement, for which
there is no evidence, and which is inherently unlikely. What is at stake is rather how the
fusion will be correctly characterised and for which period it should be so characterised.
Henkelman has rightly dismissed racial interpretations of an Arya takeover of Elamite popu-
lations who thereafter served their foreign masters, assumed by scholars of a bygone gener-
ation.39 In place of such a model, he emphasizes “centuries of cohabitation, acculturation,
and integration” between the originally separate populations, giving rise to a “Persian iden-
tity” that was “inclusive”.40 These pacific terms are chosen to contrast with the older view of
Persian conquest and domination of sedentary subject peoples who spoke Elamite. Henkel-
man’s argument runs against an older view of a “dichotomy” of the two peoples, which he
holds to have become fused by the time of Cyrus, the conqueror from Anšan, into one Per-
sian community.41

35W. F. M. Henkelman, ‘The Achaemenid Heartland: An Archaeological-Historical Perspective’, in A Com-
panion to the Archaeology of the Ancient Near East,  vols., (ed.) D. T. Potts (Malden, ), p. .

36Henkelman, ‘Cyrus the Persian’, p. .
37P. de Miroschedji, ‘La fin du royaume d’Anšan et de Suse et la naissance de l’empire Perse’, Zeitschrift für

Assyriologie  (); W. F. M. Henkelman, The Other Gods Who Are: Studies in Elamite-Iranian Acculturation
Based on the Persepolis Fortification Texts (Leiden, ), pp. –, Henkelman, ‘Cyrus the Persian’, pp. –.

38Henkelman, ‘Cyrus the Persian’, p. , and Henkelman, ‘Elamite Administrative’, pp. –; thus also
M. Stolper, ‘Elamite Sources’, in ACompanion to the Achaemenid Empire, (eds.) B. Jacobs and R. Rollinger (London,
forthcoming) and Tavernier, ‘Elamites and Iranians’, p. , with less conviction. It is more difficult to accept Hen-
kelman’s notion, ‘Cyrus the Persian’, p. , without qualification that “(t)he ethnogenesis of the Persians may actu-
ally be seen as the great dynamic behind the rise of the Achaemenid Empire”. Much lurks, potentially, in this phrase
“the great dynamic behind the rise”, for historians construe causes and effects differently. It would seem to be an
anomaly of history that an empire should arise primarily because of a new identity in a certain population, rather
than the identity taking shape in the wake of prior material processes.

39W. F. M. Henkelman, ‘Humban & Auramazda:̄ Royal Gods in a Persian Landscape’, in Persian Religion in the
Achaemenid Period / La religion pers à l’époque achéménide, (eds.) W. F. M. Henkelman and C. Redard (Wiesbaden,
), pp. –; Henkelman, ‘Elamite Administrative’, pp. –.

40Henkelman, ‘The Achaemenid Heartland’, p. .
41Henkelman, The Other Gods Who Are, pp. –.
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The merits of this idea of Persian ethnogenesis notwithstanding, there are obstacles to
both attractive hypotheses ) that an Iranian-Elamite population merger had a bilingual out-
come for Iranophones and ) that speakers of Old Iranian learned Elamite and imposed their
Iranian grammatical structures on it. The mere use of a secondary language besides one’s
dominant language is hardly the sole factor involved in changes to languages in contact.
When it comes to grammatical “imposition,” it is specifically the large-scale acquisition
by adults—non-native speakers—that has been shown to cause the most serious effects of
this kind, often with grammatical attrition.42 Children, by contrast, learn languages to
which they are regularly exposed perfectly well. In van Coetsem’s model, children bilingual
from a young age will experience what he calls “neutralisation” of linguistic dominance, in
which they are comparably proficient in both languages.43 Typically, highly proficient
speakers of a language do not impose features of other languages on it because they do
not need to rely on material from other languages to meet their communicative needs.
They already know that language quite well. They may impose features of another language,
however, when bilingualism is shared with their interlocutors and code-mixing becomes
useful in communication, but we should expect grammatical convergence affecting both
languages if that is so.44 The kind of change for which Henkelman is arguing, to account
for the history of Achaemenian Elamite grammar, by contrast, often takes place within a
few generations, in the midst of or wake of a demographic upheaval resulting from intense,
large-scale population contact. The inconsistency is that while Henkelman posits “(imper-
fect) acquisition of a second language”45 as the cause of the imposition of Iranian features
in Elamite, he simultaneously maintains that the linguistic effects were due to “centuries”
of acculturation. In the latter, hypothetical scenario of pervasive and long-lasting
Elamite-Iranian bilingualism, children would, one supposes, be exposed to both languages
from childhood, in which case imperfect adult acquisition should not be such a factor—
whereas code-mixing and grammatical replication would be—but adult acquisition is, of
course, what is meant by “imperfect acquisition of a second language.” In a scenario of per-
vasive bilingualism in an “inclusive” population of the kind posited by Henkelman, we
should expect to find substantial features, especially lexical, transferred from each language
into the other. But we do not. Instead, the transfer of features is largely unidirectional,
from Persian into Elamite.
Both van Coetsem’s elaborated linguistic model and other related models offer explana-

tions that can account better for the unidirectional transfer of features from Iranian into
Elamite and the absence of the reverse. The cause can be construed not as the imposition
of Iranian linguistic structures on Elamite by Iranophone adults, but as structural borrowing
or grammatical replication by Elamophones (those for whom Elamite is the dominant

42Winford, An Introduction, pp. –; J. Holm, Languages in Contact: The Partial Restructuring of Vernaculars
(Cambridge, ); Trudgill, Sociolinguistic Typology, pp. –. The generally accepted theory of pidgin and creole
genesis rests on this model of non-native learning. For van Coetsem, A General and Unified Theory, p. , native
language use is subsumed under “linguistic dominance.”

43van Coetsem, A General and Unified Theory, pp. –.
44P. Muysken, Bilingual Speech: A Typology of Code-Mixing (Cambridge, ), pp. –.
45Henkelman, ‘Cyrus the Persian’, p.  (parentheses in original).
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language). That is, Henkelman’s examples of grammatical “imposition” in Elamite46 may be
understood as structural borrowing by Elamite speakers, such as the reassignment of
imported grammatical functions to Elamite words and morphemes.47 The importation of
such features is known to occur during a population’s gradual shift from one language to
another. As bilingual members of one linguistic community become more proficient in
the language of another, neighbouring community, beginning in special domains of speech
use and progressing to all domains of life outside the ancestral home, the bilinguals can
induce structural change on their home community’s language in a kind of reverse “impos-
ition” from the social linguistic frontier.48 This is what Heine and Kuteva call
“L>L-replication,” a well-documented phenomenon, as for example when Basque speak-
ers, most of whom are multilingual, replicate French or Spanish constructions in Basque,
while French and Spanish speakers, who almost universally do not know Basque, do not
do the reverse.49 In other words, the Iranian features of Achaemenian Elamite can be inter-
preted, with the benefit of hindsight, not as the symptom of a stable- and reciprocal-
bilingual society in which Iranophones spoke Elamite, but rather as the virtual harbingers
of attrition of Elamite and, ultimately, “language death”—here, locally, the eventual total
shift of the Elamite-speaking population of Par̄sa to dialects of Persian.
If Persian of any stage exhibited significant features, particularly vocabulary, transferred

from Elamite, the sociolinguistic component of Henkelman’s argument could be more eas-
ily endorsed. As it is, the abundant presence of Iranian features in Elamite and the absence of
Elamite features in Persian together suggest a less uniform and mutually acculturated sort of
society in Par̄sa at the time of Cyrus and Darius. Van Coetsem’s model rightly insists that
bilingual speakers are the main agents of the transfer of features between languages.50 It is
this feature of van Coetsem’s model that Henkelman duly emphasizes (“agentivity of the
native speakers”).51 But Henkleman’s idea that “the late, morphosyntactically restructured
form of Elamite is unlikely to have emerged among native speakers of the language”,
because these changes are “too radical” to be caused by native speakers, overlooks plenty
of research on grammatical replication of the kind just described, including even van Coet-
sem’s own notion of an “extended mode of borrowing”, in which bilinguals do “borrow”
grammatical and phonological (and not just lexical) “material” from another language and
incorporate it into their dominant (native) language.52 When applied to de Blois’s negative
findings, van Coetsem’s model, taken into account in its entirety, suggests rather that

46Henkelman, ‘Cyrus the Persian’, pp. –. A more comprehensive study of the Iranian features replicated
in Achaemenian Elamite, along with criteria for identifying them, would be welcome.

47See Winford, ‘Contact-induced Changes’, pp. –, on structural borrowing in the context of van Coet-
sem’s theory, as well as B. Heine and T. Kuteva, Language Contact and Grammaticalization (Cambridge, ),
Y. Matras, Language Contact (Cambridge, ), pp. –, and Butts, Language Change, pp. – on gram-
matical replication.

48Winford, An Introduction, pp. –; Winford, ‘Contact-induced Changes’, pp. –. Compare the
situation of present-day Irish, in which English features are pervasively imported by the almost entirely bilingual
population, whereas English at large is not receptive to features transferred from Irish. See R. Hickey, ‘Contact
and Language Shift’, in The Handbook of Language Contact, (ed.) R. Hickey (Malden, ), pp. –.

49Heine and Kuteva, Language Contact, pp. –.
50van Coetsem, ‘Outlining a Model’, p. , van Coetsem, A General and Unified Theory, p. ; Winford,

‘Contact-induced Changes’, pp. –.
51Henkelman, ‘Elamite Administrative’, p. .
52van Coetsem, A General and Unified Theory, pp. –.
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“unidirectional bilingualism”53 applies here: Persian-Elamite bilingualism was probably
mostly limited to persons for whom Elamite was the dominant language, i.e. from Elamite-
speaking families, but who also knew or learned Persian for the purpose of interacting with
the people outside of their home community. This bilingualism was widespread enough
among Elamite speakers that they could both code-switch with (Old) Persian and replicate
Persian grammatical patterns in Elamite, deliberately or unconsciously, within the limits of
comprehensibility, when communicating with other bilinguals like themselves. This
accounts for the large number of Persian words attested in Achaemenian Elamite texts as
well as the replication of features of Old Persian grammar with Elamite materials. These
are normal kinds of grammatical innovation, here employed in Elamite texts to be read
by other Elamophones who were probably assumed by the authors to have some proficiency
in Old Persian as well. Simultaneously, the extreme paucity of Elamite loan-words and other
features in Persian, noted by de Blois, indicates that few speakers for whom Persian was the
dominant language learned Elamite. Perhaps some Elamite-Persian bilinguals transferred
some Elamite features into Old Persian, when they used it with speakers of the latter, but
the generality of Old Persian speakers, those for whom Persian was the dominant language,
were not bilingual with Elamite, and they did not adopt those foreign, Elamite features if
they heard them. Elamite features were not, in any case, transmitted in Persian, as de
Blois showed. (De Blois’s main exception is the possible transfer of a feature of Elamite
phonology into Old Persian with regard to nasal consonants occurring before stops, but
this is uncertain).54 The discrepancy in the effects on the two languages on each other—
through the medium of individuals who used both languages—thus diagnoses a scenario
in which Persian-speakers were distinctly socially aloof from Elamite speakers, typical of set-
tings of unidirectional bilingualism.55 This also happens to resemble the situation suggested
by the Arabic sources reviewed above, pertaining to a period more than a thousand years
later. Coincidentally, there are no known Xūzı ̄ loan-words in Arabic, either, despite the
presence of Xūzıs̄ in the vicinity of Arabic speakers for centuries. The two negative observa-
tions together suggest that the social domain of the Elamite language was gradually contract-
ing over many centuries, probably at some times more rapidly than at others. Compare the
history of Irish vis-à-vis English. As it happens, van Coetsem holds that the “essential

53H. H. Hock, Principles of Historical Linguistics (Berlin, ), p. : “unidirectional (in an unequal prestige
relationship)”; Matras, Language Contact, pp. –: “Unidirectional bilingualism usually arises in circumstances
where group A dominates certain activity domains to which group B members require access, but this relationship
is not reciprocal. As a result, group B speakers will import into their own language word-forms acquired through
interaction with group A in the relevant domains. … The word-forms that are imported by the minority language
from the dominant language are not typically limited to domain-specific vocabulary that is associated with the
domains in which language A is dominant… Borrowings may also occur in the domain of grammatical word-forms
and even morphology.” Cf. Winford, An Introduction, p. , “one-way bilingualism,” and C. Myers-Scotton, Mul-
tiple Voices (Malden, ), pp. –, on non-reciprocal bilingualism. For Henkelman, ‘Elamite Administrative’,
p. , “asymmetrical bilingualism” occurs in the Achaemenian Elamite texts but in the reverse: he assumes that
it is Iranophones who are capable of “expressing themselves reasonably well in Elamite in administrative matters
but probably less so in other settings”.

54de Blois, ‘Elamite Survivals’, pp. –. This is more likely to be imposition of an Elamite feature on Old
Persian by Elamophones.

55This accords with a hypothesis of S. G. Thomason and T. Kaufman, Language Contact, Creolization, and Gen-
etic Linguistics (Berkeley, ), p. : “a politically superordinate group is unlikely to become bilingual in a non-
prestigious subordinate group’s language unless the superordinate group is much the smaller of the two”. See
also Winford, An Introduction, pp. –, on “‘unequal’ bilingualism”.
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characteristic” of situations in which grammatical patterns—and not just loan-words—are
borrowed (rather than imposed—his “extended mode” of borrowing) is that speakers of
the recipient language (the borrowers) “feel culturally subordinate” to the speakers of the
language from which they are replicating grammatical structures.56

A new contribution by Yakubovich (which likewise does not refer to de Blois’s negative
argument) proposes that Persian nominal syntax does show a sign of remodelling on the pat-
tern of Elamite nominal syntax. He relies on linguistic typology—here, the observation of
tendencies for groups of linguistic features to occur together more frequently or less fre-
quently in the known languages of the world—to make the argument that Persian is
more like Elamite and less like other Iranian languages with respect to a combination of
two syntactic features. Specifically, the world’s languages infrequently combine right-
branching noun-phrase constructions, like the so-called ezaf̄e (id ̣af̄a) found germinating
already in Old Persian, with the order subject-object-verb (SOV), also found in Persian.
Yakubovich notes both the rarity of the coincidence of these two basic syntactic features
among the world’s languages and especially its rarity among the Iranian languages, which
otherwise share abundant features by virtue of their common descent from a prehistoric
ancestor language.57 Yet Elamite and Persian (typically but not exclusively) share this com-
bination of features.58 This leads him to suggest that right-branching noun syntax in Persian,
specifically the ezaf̄e, arose due to early contact with Elamite. It is a difficult argument
because it is hard to control all the factors. For example, it was not possible to address the
syntactic ordering in all the languages in contact with other Iranian languages, from Turkey
and the Caucasus to South Asia. Nevertheless, Yakubovich’s hypothesis warrants serious
consideration. I am not able to discuss the entire argument here, but I note that his conclu-
sions, at least, largely correspond with my own. Although he invokes Henkelman’s idea that
Elamite was restructured due to “imperfect second-language acquisition” by Persian speak-
ers, a view I have just given reason to doubt, Yakubovich concludes that Persian itself was the
target language for Elamite-speakers who induced changes in the syntax of Persian through
imposition of elements of their own grammar.59 If Elamite learners were truly the efficient
cause of the ezaf̄e, imposing the nominal syntax of their Elamite on Persian, it is significant
for our inferences about the social reality behind this language contact that the argument
specifies grammatical and not lexical transfer. The relative absence of Elamite loan-words
in Persian strongly suggests that few Persians used Elamite, because loan-words are typically
features adopted by speakers into their personally dominant language, whereas the impos-
ition of foreign grammatical patterns, such as the syntax of noun phrases, tends to come
from non-native learners who make up for the shortcomings of their fluency in a secondary

56van Coetsem, A General and Unified Theory, p. .
57I. Yakubovich, ‘Persian Ezaf̄e as a Contact-Induced Feature’, Voprosy Jazykoznanija  (), pp. –.
58No stage of Persian exhibits the right-branching pattern exclusively. Users of Middle Persian frequently used

left-branching noun phrases (as in weh den̄, “the good religion”) resorted to the construction “an̄ ı ̄ [attribute]
[noun],” which P. O. Skjærvø, ‘Middle West Iranian’, in The Iranian Languages, (ed.) G. Windfuhr (London,
), pp. –, calls periphrastic adnominal constructions. Likewise, the left-branching New Persian iḍaf̄at-i
maqlub̄ı ̄ is not strange (see D. C. Phillott, Higher Persian Grammar (Calcutta, ), pp. –, ) not to mention
New Persian noun compounds. All these specific phenomena deserve stringent syntactical studies along the lines
suggested implicitly by Yakubovich.

59Yakubovich, ‘Persian Ezaf̄e’, p. . This takes the premise of de Blois’s inquiry of  considerably further,
using typological data only recently established when he investigated the problem.
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language using materials of their dominant one.60 In brief, if it is correct, then Yakubovich’s
argument from the relative frequency of typological bundles of features generally supports
the present argument, that this was largely a situation of unilateral bilingualism leading to
Elamite speakers’ shift to Persian. Yakubovich likewise connects the demise of Elamite
with language shift to Persian. This de-emphasises the role of Persian speakers’ learning
of Elamite in the contact between the two languages.
There are clear ancient parallels to the scenario that I have been describing as well as mod-

ern ones. A. Butts has similarly explained the unidirectional transfer of features between Syr-
iac (the Aramaic of late ancient Syria) and Greek as due to the unequal status of the speakers
of the two languages. More than  Greek words were taken over into Syriac, and basic
Aramaic grammatical words came to replicate the function of Greek grammatical words,
but very few Aramaic features, even loan words, were taken into Greek.61 The degree of
Greek material in Syriac is one of the specific differences separating the Syriac dialect
from the rest of Aramaic. Butts argues that those whose dominant language was Greek sel-
dom learned any Aramaic, whereas Aramaic speakers often learned to function in Greek.62

The case of Coptic (Egyptian) and Greek in Egypt should probably be explained in the very
same way. The Coptic lexicon contains about , Greek loanwords, including many basic
syntactic coordinators, whereas the number of Egyptian words borrowed and maintained by
speakers of Greek, barring proper names, is tiny by comparison.63 This suggests that those in
Egypt whose dominant language was Greek seldom learned Egyptian, and perhaps rarely
learned it well, but many Egyptians learned enough Greek to induce profound effects on
the Egyptian language. The different cross-effects of Greek and Coptic together suggest
asymmetrical, unilateral bilingualism arising from the unequal status of the two language
communities.
The foregoing observations about the Persian and Elamite languages may affect the his-

toriography on the ancient mutual acculturation of Aryas and Elamites. De Blois’s findings,
when van Coetsem’s model is applied fully, indirectly suggest social dominance on the part of
the speakers of Old Persian and not a pervasively or reciprocally bilingual society forming a
harmonious blend. This somewhat accords, happily, with one of Henkelman’s newest com-
ments on Persian ethnogenesis: “The ethnogenesis model does not, it should be stressed,
project a homogenous cultural landscape as the outcome of acculturation”.64 The linguistic
evidence suggests, however, that Elamite speakers adapted to accommodate the Iranian-
language speakers who moved into their territory (at an unknown prehistorical time) by
learning their language, and that Elamophones gradually shifted to the use of Persian, but
Persians usually did not need to learn Elamite much, at least not enough to affect the Persian

60Winford, ‘Contact-induced Changes’.
61Butts, Language Change, pp. –.
62Butts, Language Change, pp. –.
63E. Grossman, ‘Greek Loanwords in Coptic’, in Encyclopedia of Ancient Greek Language and Linguistics, (ed.)

G. K. Giannakis (Leiden, ). S. Torallas Tovar, ‘The Reverse Case: Egyptian Borrowing in Greek’, in Greek
Influence on Egyptian-Coptic: Contact-Induced Change in an Ancient African Language, (eds.) E. Grossman, P. Dils,
Tonio S. Richter, and W. Schenkel (Hamburg, ), p. , relates that “only about  Egyptian words have
been found in all known Greek texts,” “often hapax legomena,” or nonce borrowings in the jargon of contact
linguistics.

64Henkelman, ‘Elamite Administrative’, p. .
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language, as generally used, even with loanwords that Persian speakers might have adopted.
We should suppose, then, that the ancient, pre-Achaemenian Arya immigrants to Par̄sa,
whose language soon evolved to be distinctly Old Persian, admitted Elamites into their
Iranian-speaking social midst, but Elamite speakers did not bring Iranian-language speakers
into their Elamite-speaking social midst in the same way. The Persian language became a
vehicle to achieve opportunity for Elamite speakers, whereas Elamite never became such
a source of opportunity for Persian-speakers, or at least not for more than a very small num-
ber. Again, this suggests a discrepancy in social status.
There are also non-linguistic hurdles for the hypothesis of widespread Persian-Elamite

bilingualism (bilingualism by speakers for whom Persian was dominant but who also
spoke Elamite). The very coexistence of both languages at the time of Darius I suggests
that Elamite speakers and Old Persian speakers were not a fused community without social
boundaries between them. If the Persians of the early Achaemenian period were largely
bilingual in Old Persian and Elamite, and that was a part of their “identity,” then one should
require an explanation about why Elamite did not survive in any part of Par̄sa as it did in the
foothills of Xūzistan̄. If it existed, this hypothetical inclusive identity must have changed,
with respect to its linguistic medium, at some time, to account for the demise of Elamite,
but we lack an explanation for this. Another factor arises from the very multilingualism of
the Achaemenian royal inscriptions. This has sometimes been cited as evidence of a multi-
lingual population, but one must be careful about the meaning of the expression ‘multilin-
gual population’. While it is true that the Achaemenids ruled lands of many peoples
speaking different languages, as they declared in their inscriptions, so that they ruled a multi-
lingual empire, it is a common mistake of historians to assume that the intended audience of
a multilingual inscription must themselves have been multilingual in the languages of the
inscription. On the contrary, multilingual individuals need a text only in one language com-
mon to all of them. A multilingual text is required only when there is no single language
common to the generality of the audience. The multilingualism of the Achaemenian
inscriptions, at least the early ones—the later ones being mostly traditional formulaic reitera-
tions of the early ones—indicates an audience of individuals who largely spoke different lan-
guages, but not all of them at once. Of course, there were some multilinguals among them,
who acted as social intermediaries between the communities, but these were exceptions in
the view of the designers of these inscriptions. The distinction to be made is a basic one
between bi- and multilingual individuals and bi- and multilingual societies, the two expres-
sions referring to different things. Consider modern scholarship for comparison. Historians
and philologists in Europe and America are expected to read English, French, German, Ital-
ian, and more modern languages besides. If they did not, then a translation of every import-
ant article and book into different languages would be necessary. The individual
multilingualism of modern scholars means that we can and do publish our findings in
only one language at a time. Mass individual functional (passive) multilingualism in this spe-
cific audience of shared texts means that these shared texts can be monolingual in any one of
the shared languages. A multilingual text, conversely, such as the trilingual Achaemenian
royal inscriptions in Elamite, Babylonian, and Old Persian, suggests the expectation of an
immediate audience of mostly monolingual literate individuals, who would convey the
meaning to illiterate monolingual persons. If potentially literate speakers of Old Persian
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were already bilingual with Elamite, there would have been no need of an Old Persian ver-
sion of the Bisitun inscription. The Elamite would have sufficed. The very creation of the
Old Persian version of the Bisitun inscription, as an addition to the initial bilingual Elamite-
Babylonian inscription, indicates the existence of plenty of Persian speakers who knew very
little or no Elamite (or Babylonian) but for whom the author of the text intended his mes-
sage. This does not rule out the symbolic importance of using multiple languages in imperial
monuments, but it is clear that the contents of the texts, such as that of the Bisitun inscrip-
tion, were meant to be known. The contents of the Bisitun inscription were deliberately
circulated, as the text of the inscription declares itself, and as the Aramaic version extant
in fragmentary state and Herodotus’s retelling at some removes prove.
Did any Iranophones learn Elamite? Of course, some probably did. Maybe some of the

authors of Elamite administrative texts were individuals of the kind that Henkelman and
Yakubovich have proposed. But all the factors just discussed give reason to doubt the extent
of Persian-Elamite bilingualism in the Achaemenian period. There is no evidence that the
generality of Persians of the Achaemenian period spoke Elamite, but there is strong evidence
of the reverse. This generally unidirectional bilingualism implies different social statuses for
the respective communities. In successive empires ruled by speakers of Persian, Greek, Par-
thian, and Arabic, the Elamite language was not a vehicle for opportunity for those not raised
speaking it, except perhaps for a few scribes for a few generations. Elamite probably disap-
peared from the highlands of Par̄sa first and then from the lowlands of Xūzistan̄ later. In the
foothills of the latter country, it persisted longest, against different waves of immigration, and
it survived until the end of the tenth century CE, at least, as the speech of what was, in the last
centuries of its distinct existence, a marginalised community looked down upon by outsiders.
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